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CENTRAL ASIA’S FIRST HOTFILL SYSTEM WITH SLURRY
DOSING BRINGS ANNUAL PET SAVINGS OF 700 TONNES

The first hotfill line with slurry dosing to be installed in Kazakhstan and Central Asia has
resulted in annual cost savings of USD 1.4 million according to the calculations of Galanz
Bottlers. The new production line, featuring a Sidel SBO heat resistance blower and a Sidel
Matrix™ hot filler, enabled significant lightweighting of the bottle. This achieved a
reduction in PET material usage of some 700 tonnes for the year, generating the significant
cost savings as well as improving the environmental footprint of the bottler’s production
processes.
Galanz Bottlers is a leading name in healthy beverages, drawing on the worldwide trend for
healthier living which is being embraced by consumers in Kazakhstan. Sales of products such as
hotfilled tea, juices and drinks containing fruit pieces are all increasing and Galanz Bottlers
operates extensively in this soft drinks sector, holding the position of Central Asia’s leading
producer of iced tea, including its well-known Maxi Tea brand.
Expand production capability to bottle Nestea range
Nestlé is another company that has invested in this fast developing sector of the beverage market,
with its Nestea range achieving significant sales growth in the region. When Galanz Bottlers was
awarded the Nestlé contract to bottle hotfill Nestea in Kazakhstan, it brought about the need to
expand production capacity and to rethink the existing production process. As Tursengali
Alaguzov, owner of Galanz Bottlers explains – “We didn’t have enough capacity for this production
so we turned to Sidel.”
700 tonnes of PET saved annually with lightweighted bottles
Working closely with Galanz Bottlers, Sidel drew on its 40 years of experience in hotfilling to
propose a production line with the SBO14 Universal2eco HR (Heat Resistance) blower and the
company’s latest sophisticated filling system, the Sidel Matrix SF 700 ISD Hot Filler.
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This advanced Sidel packaging technology allowed a focus on lightweighting. Working with Sidel,
Galanz Bottlers is the first company in Kazakhstan to convert its PET Heat Resistant (HR) bottle
production to a short neck, as well as redesigning the bottle, ultimately achieving a saving of five
grams per bottle for the 0.5 litre format and around 10 grams for the 1.2 litre format. By adopting
these much lighter preforms, this results in savings of around 700 tonnes of material a year,
equating to USD 1.4 million.
Format, neck and product flexibility
The combination of these technologies provided the flexibility to accommodate the six different
packaging formats of Galanz Bottlers, from 0.45 to 1.2 litres, at speeds of up to 24,000 bottles per
hour. It also offers the versatility to handle the different neck sizes of 28mm and 38mm.
The line operates with two modes: it can blow and fill non-carbonated drinks, such as teas and
isotonic beverages without fruit pieces, and it can also fill a variety of drinks with pulps, fibres,
sacs, fruit pieces and Aloe Vera with its integrated slurry dosing (ISD) system.
A safe hot filler with slurry dosing system
Given that they were working with fruit pieces and pulps in drinks for leading consumer brands,
Galanz Bottlers had to meet the highest standards of hygiene through equipment that could deliver
uncompromising quality and food safety. The contactless filling valves of the Sidel Matrix Hot Filler
are so called because they are never in contact with the bottle, removing any risk of crosscontamination.
With the ISD system for drinks containing pulps and fruit pieces, the filling process is carried out in
two stages. Firstly, the fruit pieces are added, with the liquid then filled into the bottle. This is
achieved through pistons that manage dual stream dosing to ensure the pulp or fruit pieces are
introduced to the liquid accurately and at a steady rate.
During production, the correct flow rate can be controlled from the tank to the filling valve without
stressing the liquid beverage, an important factor with such delicate particulates. The filling valve
is subjected to constant pressure which leads to high distribution accuracy in the filling process.
Continuous support
Sidel had worked previously with Galanz Bottlers, supplying another bottling line and several
pieces of standalone equipment. The support provided by Sidel was an important factor in
selecting the company again, with the speed and efficiency of communication highlighted by
Tursengali Alaguzov. He concludes – “The staff were very responsive and we received answers to
our questions on the same day. I would especially like to thank the Sidel technicians who were
communicative and responsive during the line installation and setup. We often had the feeling that
they were installing the line personally for themselves.”
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Editors Note: The images within this document are for illustrative purposes only and should not be used for
reproduction. If high resolution copies are not attached with the document, please contact Chris Twigger at
Shaw & Underwood PR for copies – see contact details below.
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About Sidel
Sidel is the leading global provider of PET solutions for liquid packaging. We are committed to
being the most innovative, responsive and reliable partner, providing sustainable solutions for
the beverage industry.
Headquartered in Switzerland, we have production sites in 13 countries and 30,000 machines
installed in more than 190 nations worldwide. With over 3,400 employees worldwide, we provide
optimal PET packaging solutions for water, soft drinks, milk, sensitive products, edible oils and
alcoholic beverages including beer.
We aim to create value for our customers by giving them A Better Match. This is the tailored
solution that caters for their needs exactly. We do this by offering flexible and reliable production
systems that are easily adaptable to market developments and future technology, supported by
value-added services.
We are Sidel. We are A Better Match.
Find out more at www.sidel.com
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